SMART GEODATA –
SMART CITIES

GEOSPATIAL 4.0 –
BIG DATA

GEOBIM –
DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION
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www.mediaserver.hamburg.de/Andreas Vallbracht

WELCOME!

INTERGEO –

So make sure you put some time aside next to your INTERGEO
activities – Hamburg is bound to enthral you with its exciting,
cutting-edge HafenCity, the maritime flair of its renowned fish
market, a stroll through the historic warehouse district, or the
pulsating night-life along the world’s most famous amusement
strip – the Reeperbahn.
HAMBURGER
HAFEN

HAMBURG

Ladies and gentlemen,
respected colleagues,

All sorts of smart geodata can form the catalyst for creative solutions – and open up a challenging field of work for geodesists.
Future topics such as climate, energy, mobility, sustainability and
demography already make use of geoinformation.
The German federal government’s national geoinformation
strategy lays down the relevant framework. Are you keen to

PROF. KARL-FRIEDRICH THÖNE
PRESIDENT OF THE DVW

REEPERBAHN

learn how far things have come and get bang up-to-date? Get
the latest lowdown on geoinformation in Germany – how does
the vision compare with reality?
Stay a step ahead of the field by visiting INTERGEO, and sample
the lively and charming Free Hanseatic City of Hamburg at the
same time.
Regards,

Prof. Karl-Friedrich Thöne, President of the DVW

HAMBURG
UK

PARTNER COUNTRY 2016

THE UNITED KINGDOM IS THE PARTNER
COUNTRY FOR INTERGEO 2016
INTERGEO’s international status is reinforced by the nomination
of a partner country. The United Kingdom will be the INTERGEO
partner country for 2016. Besides the special UK Pavilion in the
exhibition, the country will also be highlighted in the conference
topics. The United Kingdom is currently the number-one forerunner
in Building Information Modelling (BIM) throughout the European
Union. The country is also generating the most ground-breaking
solutions for smart cities.

ELBE PHILHARMONIC
HAMBURG

www.mediaserver.hamburg.de/Jörg Modrow

I cordially invite you to this year’s INTERGEO in Hamburg. Hamburg
– Hanseatic city port, media and musicals capital, logistics hub
and centre of aerospace engineering, science and industry. It’s
the place almost 1.8 million people call home. For the expert
community, it’s also a prominent smart city and smart port. How
does increasing digitisation influence our lives, our cities and
rural development areas? Witness and discuss the evolution of
intelligent, networked cities at INTERGEO. Identify added values
in Building Information Modelling, as BIM becomes increasingly
important for the geoindustry.

www.mediaserver.hamburg.de/Andreas Vallbracht

THE LANDING BRIDGES

www.mediaserver.hamburg.de/Jörg Modrow

Hamburg is one of Europe’s most attractive and dynamic major
cities. By rail, car, ship or plane – Hanseatic Hamburg couldn’t
be easier to reach and offers a wealth of breath-taking attractions.

THE FUTURE LIES IN GEOSPATIAL 4.0

THE TRADE FAIR.
NEW TOPICS.

The potential of the future lies in networking systems and in
focused analyses that combine and evaluate the large volumes
of data available from a wide range of sources with spatial data.
The smart networking of sensors, data and services will optimise
processes and provide a major key to the future.

THE CONFERENCE.
KEYNOTE SPEECHES.

NEW IMPRESSIONS.

EXPERT PANELS.

ABOUT THE TRADE FAIR

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

More than 550 exhibitors

BIG DATA – SMART DATA

Over 30,000 m2 exhibition area

More than 150 speakers
Approx. 1,500 conference participants

Market leaders from all sectors

Sensors are moving in on our living space. The volume of data
is growing year on year. The main challenges associated with
this development concern data exchange, data management
and data workflow. What’s needed is smart cloud solutions and
specific database systems to turn the immense volume of data
gathered from a very diverse range of sources into smart and
usable data.

The previous years’ megatrends continue unabated at
INTERGEO 2016. These include in particular mobile GIS,
storing and processing data in the cloud, UAS, smart linking
of dispersed (real-time) data, and apps and solutions geared
to specific applications.
Where does the journey head next? Geoinformation forms
a major part of the knowledge base. Besides smart cities,
INTERGEO 2016 will focus above all on the development
of rural areas, merging BIM and GIS, mobile mapping and
indoor positioning/data capture. It takes geoinformation to
develop cities sustainably into enjoyable living environments.
The sustainable urban planning and administration required
to build and manage pleasant living environments is inconceivable without it. Geodata forms the linchpin of planning
and decision-making for construction and living, traffic and
mobility, and the environment and climate. INTERGEO’s
Smart City Forum and the wide range of presentations and
talks on this subject will reveal the potential and solutions for
evolutionary cities.

DISCOVER TODAY ...
... WHAT’S IN STORE FOR TOMORROW!

Extensive simultaneous interpreting
Eminent keynote speakers

Once again this year, the conference will bring together more
than 150 speakers and around 1,500 conference participants.
Simultaneous interpreting will be provided for much of the
international program. INTERGEO opens up new horizons
for applications, customers and partners.
With its keynote speeches, presentations and panel discussions, the conference and forums provide a proficient overview
of this sector of industry that is constantly expanding and
therefore continues to present new challenges. Participants
cannot wait to tackle the long list of burning issues up for
debate that range from urban and rural topics right through
to surveying coastal areas.
The key social issue of our times lies in the increasing digitisation and networking of the economy – but also that of civil society in general. The keynote conference speeches will address
the challenges this presents for our professional activities.

UAS AND DRONES
The interaerial SOLUTIONS special display area provides
an all-round market and product experience for unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS). A representative exhibition area,
interactive discussion and lecture forum and the Flight Zone
offering live demos in the skies over Hamburg highlight all
the facets of this booming sector.
www.interaerial-solutions.com

INTERGEO CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 2016
TUESDAY, 11 OCTOBER 2016
FURTHER HIGHLIGHTS

AFTERNOON

MORNING

Professor Karl-Friedrich Thöne: Welcome
Nigel Clifford: The evolving geospatial environment in Great Britain – the opportunities and challenges for a 21st-century NMA
Bryn Fosburgh: Vice President, Trimble Navigation Ltd. Geospatial, Civil Engineering & Construction, Buildings Industry

National geoinformation strategy

National BIM strategy

Trends in GNSS positioning

Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS)

Value of geoinformation

BIM – opportunity and challenge

Photogrammetry and point clouds

Geodetic reference systems

Open Data Forum

BIM Best Practice

DVW Best Practice Award

Theoretical geodesy

AFTERNOON

MORNING

WEDNESDAY, 12 OCTOBER 2016
Sustainability in a resilient city

BIM Best Practice

Copernicus – opportunity & challenge

Line information in the utility industry

Applied geodesy

Ideas and answers for land development with
regard to rural integration

3D city models as a basis for
smart cities

Copernicus – change detection

INSPIRE in the utility industry

Geodetic science & technology

Infrastructure management

Applied geodesy

Data management

Applied geodesy & science slam

Dr. Carsten Brosda: The digital city
Dr. Sebastian Saxe: Smart Port
New challenges in land consolidation

The EU’s Smarticipate project

DQR – certification framework

AFTERNOON

MORNING

THURSDAY, 13 OCTOBER 2016
Integrated georeferencing

Pathways towards the digital city

The Fehmarnbelt tunnel

Available geodata

The rotation of the Earth and geodynamics

Official surveying 4.0

Affordable housing strategy

Coastal zone technologies

GIS services

The gravitational field and geoid

Geoportals

Housing market trends 2030

Digital construction / BIM

Smart geodata

The gravitational field and geoid

National availability of geodata

Geodata and mobility

The areal measuring processes trend in
geodetic engineering

The gravitational field and geoid

Conclusion of INTERGEO 2016
The latest detailed presentations programme can be found at www.intergeo.de/conference

GEOINFORMATION – HOW DOES AMBITION
COMPARE WITH REALITY?
Future topics such as climate, energy, mobility, sustainability and
demography make use of geoinformation. The national geoinformation strategy lays down the relevant framework. How far have things
come? Where are we at right now? How can we harness the benefits
of geoinformation? What can it actually offer us? Where can examples
of best practice be found? We will be examining all these questions
with regard to open data. The latest lowdown on geoinformation in
Germany – how does ambition compare with reality?
COPERNICUS – OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGE
The Copernicus European Earth Observation System supplies
operational, long-term and reliable geoinformation that is increasingly being fed into official product development. German data
access will be put to the test and provide the country’s users with
extensive data efficiently and effectively. Information on changes
is derived for continuing official output in the AAA environment.
In the Copernicus sessions, we will be conducting an intensive
discussion with the audience on the opportunities that arise and the
challenges we need to overcome together.
THE DIGITISATION OF OFFICAL SURVEYING
Now that the framework for uniform digital databases has been
created with the implementation of the AAA concept, the focus is
turning increasingly to user services. Integrated geodetic georeferencing 2016 provides a new georeferencing basis. At the same
time, ALKIS and ATKIS are moving closer and closer together.
Cartographic products are tailored to Internet requirements – in
other words, the “official digital map of the future”. Geoportals
provide national, regional, district and local access points for
data and services. The need for access to geodata right across
Germany is increasing, not just from official users.
COME TOGETHER

INTERGEO
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
These days the central social issues are the increasing digitalization and economic networking as well as civil society
networking generally. Resulting influences and challenges for
our occupational activities are the topics for the keynotes.
Nigel Clifford will examine “the evolving geospatial environment in
Great Britain – opportunities and challenges for a 21st-century NMA”
from the perspective of official geoinformation. Bryn Fosburgh will
focus on economic challenges, above all with regard to the increasing
networking of processes, through the eyes of the geospatial industry.

NIGEL CLIFFORD,

BRYN FOSBURGH,

DR. CARSTEN BROSDA

DR. SEBASTIAN SAXE,

CEO, ORDNANCE SURVEY

VICE PRESIDENT, TRIMBLE

HAMBURG’S STATE SECRETARY FOR

CDO+CIO, HAMBURG

CULTURE, MEDIA AND DIGITAL AFFAIRS

PORT AUTHORITY

Dr. Carsten Brosda’s keynote speech will explore how major cities can tackle digital-city challenges. And Dr. Sebastian Saxe will explain the “smart
port”, an up-and-running smart city case study. A series of specialist lectures
will cover further prominent issues – in particular BIM, which is gathering
importance in our own sector as elsewhere. Representatives of the German

federal government, professional associations and geodetic engineering
will be discussing and debating this issue. Equal attention will be paid to
the questions, solutions and effects related to the development of smart,
networked cities – an area of work that calls upon the entire spread of
geodata, thus presenting a special challenge for all geodesists.

The Come Together event is being held at the legendary FC Sankt
Pauli stadium on Tuesday evening. Entry is included with Tuesday’s
conference day ticket and the conference week pass. The usual
“half-time refreshments” will be served, although drinks are not
included. Find out more at: www.intergeo.de/cometogether

TRADE FAIR DATES:
11 – 13 OCTOBER 2016

OPENING TIMES:
Conference
11 October 10.00 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
12 October 9.00 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
13 October 9.00 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.

VENUE:
Hamburg Messe und Congress GmbH
Messeplatz 1, 20357 Hamburg, Germany

Trade fair (Halls A1, A2, A3, A4)
Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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ADMISSION PRICES
CONFERENCE TICKET INCL. TRADE FAIR

Book by
26 Aug. 2016

Book from
27 Aug. 2016

Conference week pass
Standard price

€ 315

€ 360

DVW/DGfK member

€ 250

€ 295

DVW – German Society for Geodesy,
Geoinformation and Land Management
Feierabendstrasse 12, 79235 Vogtsburg, Germany
YOUTUBE LOGO SPECS
www.dvw.de

PRINT

TRADE FAIR ORGANISER

Conference day ticket
Standard price

140 €

DVW/DGfK member

120 €

Online

On-site

Week pass

€ 60

€ 80

Day ticket

€ 25

€ 40

Book at www.intergeo.de/registration from 15 June 2016
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